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	        	Cynthia W.
Pleasant and rewarding experience. Staff are very knowledgeable and professional. Optical shop is stocked with beautiful choices of frames. Mary Kate  was helpful and patient with me being I am very indecisive at times even when I know what I want and like. Everyone I encountered was  great.

	   	 	

	   	  
		
			        
	        	Lenora B.
Excellent eye care center! I called to make an initial appointment, and they got me in the same day! Dr. Shepard has a beautiful bedside manner and listened to all of my concerns. I’ve had a bad experience with other eye care centers, but Dr. Shepard removed any of my hesitations and went beyond my expectations. Ms. Amy has such a warm and welcoming heart and an exceptional eye for fitting and helping patients select their new glasses. The welcome desk and scheduling staff were terrific as well. I am recommending 20/20 Vision Center to anyone in Greenville looking for exceptional eye care. Thank you so much, 20/20!

	   	 	

	   	  
		
			        
	        	Elizabeth H.
The staff at 20/20 Vision Center are all welcoming professionals. They make the visit easy and comfortable.  From the friendly greeting of the front office staff, through the eye exam, and helping find just the right frames, they treat each patient as if they are the only one to be seen that day. My whole family loves it there.
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											 116 Regency Blvd. 
 Greenville, NC 27834 
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Washington, NC 27889 
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	Message*

	Please use this form for general information purposes only. DO NOT send personal health information through this form. Specific patient care must be addressed during your appointment.
	Name
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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